
 

 

 

 We are SO proud of how well the 

children have settled into school 

life and all of our routines. They 

have been amazing!  

We have been very busy in Early 

Years this half term! Our topic    

question has been ‘What         

Happened Once Upon a Time?’ so 

we have been reading and       

enjoying lots of traditional tales. 

We started with Jack and the 

Beanstalk where we found     

footprints leading to our very own 

beanstalk. Jack took our snack 

time fruit because he was hungry 

and didn’t have enough food to 

eat so we talked about how we 

could help families who don’t 

have enough food.  Crawley Open 

House were very grateful for the 

generous donations from all the 

children and their families. Next 

we read the story of Goldilocks 

and the Three Bears. The children  

retold the story in our role play 

areas and made different          

flavoured porridge. We have also 

read ‘The Enormous Turnip’ and 

‘The Three Billy Goats Gruff’.  

 

 

 

 

 

We have been learning about  

Frida Kahlo and have been       

exploring creating our own       

self-portraits in different ways. 

The children have used felt pens, 

pastels, paints and loose parts to 

create their portraits.  

 

 

 

 

 

The children have loved going to 

Forest Schools on Tuesday     

mornings! They have done lots of 

exploring, playing in the woods, 

going on leaf hunts and jumping 

in puddles! The Forest School 

teachers have been so impressed 

with how amazing the children 

have been in the forest and how 

great they are at getting changed 

into their school uniform.  

 

 

 

We hope you have enjoyed   

reading about what we have been 

up to this half term! We are    

continuing our ‘What Happened 

Once Upon a Time’ topic next half 

term. A massive well done from 

the Early Years team to all the 

children! We hope you have a 

wonderful half term and a        

well-earned rest! We are looking 

forward to having lots more fun 

learning next half term!  

What an amazing first half term  

we have had in Early Years!  
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Year 1 
In Year 1 this half term, we settled in 

with two weeks of ‘What makes us 

special?’. Our key text was ‘Fins, 

Fluff and other stuff’. This book    

encouraged us to think about the 

similarities and differences  between 

ourselves and others and linked to 

our Science about the human body.  

The children created some beautiful      

self-portraits using their art skills.  

 

We came into the class one day to find some clues that something 

had been in our classrooms, such as orange fur, paw prints, scratch 

marks, a whisker and the class in a mess. We discussed what might 

have happened and the children quickly worked out that a tiger 

must have been in school! This wow 

start launched us into ‘Can you hear 

a roar?’ and the key text ‘The Tiger 

who came to tea’.   The children have 

been working   really hard to learn         

and retell the   story through talk 

for writing.  

 

The tiger has     already been in to 

answer some questions and 

asked the children to plan a healthy 

meal which links to our DT about understanding the difference    

between fruits and vegetables. We have been classifying,            

identifying and tasting real fruit and vegetables so we can plan a 

healthy fruit salad for the tiger.  
 

English: This half term has been all about identifying exciting       

vocabulary and becoming word collectors. The children are  working 

with their chatting chums for speaking and listening activities and 

transferring their knowledge to their writing. We have been looking 

at key skills for writing such as: saying aloud what you want to 

write, using phonic knowledge, using a capital letter, finger spaces 

and full stops.  

Maths: We have been working on our Number and place value 

skills. 

Geography: We are looking daily at the weather forecast and      

discussing the changes. 

Science: We have been learning to identify, name, draw and label 

the basic parts of the human body and say which part of the body is 

associated with each sense. 

P.E: Our dance sessions have been linked to Geography as we have 

danced like different weathers and we have developed our     

throwing and catching skills.  

R.E: We have been learning about what it means to be a Christian. 

Computing: We have been looking at online safety and using Purple 

Mash, sorting and grouping. 

Music:  To use body percussion to explore rhythm and timbre. 

PSHE: We have been looking at Relationships - Ourselves and      
others, people who care for us, groups we belong to and our      
families. 
 

Next half term, the children will be learning about ‘Which toys are 

from the past?’ 



The children have fully immersed 

themselves in to our dinosaur 

topic where we learned about the 

life of a significant individual in 

history: Mary Anning. Having 

learnt about her life as a fossil 

hunter, the children put their    

palaeontology skills to the test to 

unearth our very own dinosaur 

fossil! The have also had great fun 

in science classifying dinosaurs 

and learning about their habitats. 

Using their knowledge of          

dinosaurs and Mary Anning, the     

children created their very own 

dinosaur, information booklet, 

fossil and Mary Anning video for 

our pop up museum, which we 

hope you enjoyed.  

In English we have been working 

on writing sentences using      

conjunctions – and, because and 

so as well as adjectives and noun 

phrases to add detail to our 

writing. Next term we will begin 

to look at questions, commands 

and exclamations.  

In Maths we have focussed         

on developing a deeper            

understanding of place value and 

addition. We have begun to learn 

how to subtract 2 digit numbers, 

which we will continue to work 

on after half term as well as l  

earning about fact families.  

In art, we learnt the skill of       

collage. We studied the work of 

Frida Kahlo and used inspiration 

from this to create our own      

self-portraits.  

Next half term will be our most 

‘explosive’ topic where we will 

learn all about Guy Fawkes and 

the Great Fire of London. We 

can’t wait!  

 

 

Year 2  

End of Autumn 1 update 
We have had a great start to the year and have been pleased with 

how well the children have settled in to Year 2.  

 



 

Wow – what a great first half 

term we have had in Year 3 

and 4! It has been an         

absolute pleasure getting to 

know all of the children. 

They have started this        

academic year amazingly! 

This newsletter is an          

opportunity for us to share 

all of the exciting learning 

that has taken place in 

school over the last few 

weeks. Now it is time to sit 

back, relax and enjoy      

reading about our Autumn 1 

adventures…  

 

Firstly, as you might already know, our overarching curriculum 

topic has been all about Ancient Egyptians! We launched this     

fun-filled topic by raiding our forest and outdoor grounds,   

searching for  artefacts that were discovered in Tutankhamun’s 

tomb.     Taking on the role of an archaeologist stimulated lots of 

creative questions and thoughts that helped us to unpick why this          

discovery was so significant! Since the launch, the children have 

compared their lives now, to the life of a pharaoh and imagined 

what it would have been like for Tutankhamun who became a 

pharaoh at just 8 years of age! We have developed our              

geographical skills by locating Egypt and the surrounding countries 

and seas. The children have created their own 3D model of the 

River Nile and understood why the Nile was so important to the 

development of Ancient Egyptian society and its wealth! So, as 

you can imagine, the children have absolutely loved this topic so 

far, but it doesn’t stop there… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our Egyptian theme has also allowed us to think and work         

creatively in DT! We started by familiarising ourselves with     

Egyptian artwork, focusing on common colours, patterns and 

shapes. Since then, we have developed our skill of ‘cross        

stitching’. We encouraged the children to thread the needle and 

tie the knots securely, with greater independence. Our              

high-quality outcome resulted in the children creating their own 

Egyptian bookmarks, using their individual design criteria. We are 

very proud of the children’s engagement, resilience and             

determination throughout this sewing experience!  

 

Year 3 and 4 



 

Year 3 and 4 
We hope you have enjoyed 

reading about some of the 

exciting learning experiences 

from this half term. We are 

looking forward to            

continuing our Egyptian  

journey in Autumn 2. Don’t 

forget about our Egyptian 

day taking place on Thursday 

11th November (see separate 

letter for more details). 

Thank you for your           

continued support, we really 

do appreciate it! Any     

questions, please do not 

hesitate to ask. Lastly, a big 

well done to all of our Year 3 

and 4 children! They have 

worked super hard over the 

last few weeks and we are 

excited for this to continue! 

 

In Science this half term, we focused on the different types of teeth 

and their function and used this knowledge to help us describe the 

different parts of our digestive system. With lots of emphasis on 

active learning, as a class, we created our own fair test to       

demonstrate how teeth decay and how to prevent this from       

happening. We placed eggs into 5 different solutions (water,        

vinegar, orange juice, coke and diet coke) and by making careful 

observations, we compared the outcomes! In some cases, we saw 

the eggshell absorb the acid and breakdown/ dissolve! Towards the 

end of Science topic, we created the opportunity for children to 

share their knowledge and understanding of our digestive system, 

through a humorous narrative ‘My Journey through the Digestive 

System’. The children used their English writing skills, including 

verbs, adverbs and even fronted adverbials to produce a surreal 

scientific story of a mini character moving through the process. 

Here are some example sentences that were used; ‘Excitedly, I 

zipped up my protective suit and launched myself onto the tongue’ 

and ‘all of a sudden, with no time to breathe, I found myself    

zooming down a narrow tube, also known as the oesophagus’. The       

children completely wowed us!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On Wednesday mornings, the children have been widening their 

curriculum skills through Music, French, Art, RE and Forest Schools! 

In Music, the children have been creating different rhythms using 

the Djembe drums and learning the verses of ‘Wellerman’.  

 



 

Our book for this term is Treason 

(by Berlie Doherty) which focuses 

on life in Tudor times and the   

dangers of being ‘close’ to the 

King. All of our writing links in with 

themes from the book and our  

history learning.  

 

 

In PE, we have developed skills in 

hockey through game settings and 

have upped the physical activity 

with circuits and challenges in   

Fitness.  

 

In science, we have been learning 

about Earth, Sun and Moon – 

bringing this to life wherever      

possible including by acting out the 

orbits of the Earth around the Sun 

and the Moon around the Earth. 

The children have learnt about the 

shape of planets, how long a day 

and a year are on planet Earth, the 

apparent changing in shape of the 

moon, the movement of the sun 

across the Earth and how we get 

day and night. We hope to find 

time within our busy curriculum to 

make a model of the Earth, Sun 

and Moon.  

 

 

 

 

Our Artwork has been closely 

linked to the poem ‘The             

Highwayman’ by Alfred Noyes. We 

have been exploring how artists 

create mood in paintings through 

their use of colour, use of space 

and choice of brush stroke. The 

children have learnt different ways 

to change the tone of a colour as 

well as the impact of changing 

brush size.  

 

 

Year 5 

This half term, Year 5 have travelled back in time to Tudor         

Britain. So far, the children have learnt about how the Tudor’s 

came to rule Britain and even had the chance to re-enact The 

Battle of Bosworth. They have continued to learn about the reign 

of Henry VIII and how his decisions have impacted on modern day 

life in Britain.  

 



 

Our learning about World War Two has 

also continued across the curriculum.  We 

have investigated blackout materials in 

science and we have created clay poppies 

in art which were inspired by the         

wonderful display at the Tower of        

London.  We are yet to paint the poppies 

but so far they look amazing. 

 

 

We are off to Newhaven Fort before the 

end of half term and will be finding out 

about key battles and the Blitz after the 

holiday as we move chronologically 

through the war. 

 

 

Year 6 

Year 6 have made a great start to the academic year and have       

already learnt so much about Britain during World War Two.         

Inspired by My War Diary by Marcia Williams, the children have been 

recording their learning about the war in their own diaries as if they 

were evacuees.  They have explored why the war started, why      

children were evacuated, why people had Anderson shelters in their 

gardens, why rationing occurred and why there was a nightly      

blackout.  Through key questions, the children have discussed the 

effectiveness of different government actions, made links to the past 

and thought carefully about how they would have felt if they lived 

during this turbulent time.  We were also very lucky to have a visit 

from Mrs Gear (Mrs Grove’s mum) who was a wartime evacuee.  It 

was great to get a first-hand insight into life during the war.   

 



Year 1 (Acorn class) have enjoyed 

learning the names of the trees in 

the woods, making clay people 

with natural materials and making 

bird feeders.  They really enjoyed 

learning how to use a bow saw to 

saw a wooden disc and used 

these discs to create some    

beautiful necklaces. 

 

Year 2 (Bracken class) have had a 

fantastic time making clay hedge-

hogs, sawing wooden discs to cre-

ate animals, finding and naming 

seeds and berries and making 

their own fairy houses for stick 

people to live in.  They also 

cooked leek and potato soup, 

which many of the children said 

was delicious!  

In Year 3 and 4, we have been 

busy weeding our various garden 

areas around the school grounds 

which now look amazing.  We 

have also learnt how the        

Egyptians drew water out of the 

river Nile to water their crops and 

created our own working Shadufs 

in our digging area. The children 

have used their artistic skills to 

make some awesome sand art 

and sewing on wooden discs. A 

highlight of the term was cooking 

chips and flatbreads on the open 

fire.  The chips were made with 

the potatoes grown by the       

children last year.

Year 5 learnt about the relative 

sizes and distance from the Sun of 

the planets in our solar system.  

They used our bio dome as a giant 

sun and discovered that Neptune 

would be so far away that it     

didn’t fit in the school grounds!  

We also harvested blackberries 

and used them to make a         

delicious apple and blackberry 

crumble.  The crumble definitely 

proved to be very popular with 

numerous requests for seconds 

and the recipe to take home. 

 

Our Year 6 children have had the 

hardest term, as they have been 

learning what it would have been 

like for a child during World War 

Two.  They have been building 

their muscles and stamina by  

assisting with various gardening 

tasks to make our grounds more 

attractive and productive.  Well 

done Year 6 and thank you for 

your hard work! 

 

 

Forest Schools 
We have had an excellent start to the year for Forest Schools 

and it has been great to welcome all of our new children in  

reception into the woods for the first time.  They have settled 

in well and have enjoyed getting to know the area.  A particular 

highlight was the huge puddle that appeared after the           

torrential rain.  The children made fishing rods and stood 

around the edge trying to catch fish! 

 



Girls Football   - Crawley District 

Cup   

The first competition of the year 

was the girl’s football district cup. 

The team included many girls 

from year 4 and 5, and some  

playing competitive football 

games for the first time.   

The girls did extremely well,     

finishing 2nd in their group,       

narrowly missing out on reaching 

the final.   

 Results:  

Milton Mount 0 – 0  The Oaks  

Milton Mount 0 – 3 St Margret’s  

Milton Mount 1 – 0 Three Bridges  

Milton Mount 1 – 0 Gossops Green  

 

Well done Aleeza M, Eleanor S, 

Holly E, Pippa R, Isabelle B, Bella 

W, Belle I, Kara and Jessica H.  

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Boys Football – Crawley District 

Cup  

A record 20 Crawley schools    

entered this year’s district cup. 

Up against some tough competi-

tion the boys played brilliantly 

throughout. The team went     

unbeaten, only conceding one 

goal. Thanks to a combination of 

great teamwork and some superb 

skills Milton Mount comfortably 

won the cup to become Crawley 

Champions! The boys will now 

represent Crawley at the county 

finals.   

Results:  

Milton Mount  2 – 0 Seymour   

Milton Mount 2 – 0 Southgate  

Milton Mount 1 -1 Gatwick  

Milton Mount 3 – 0 Maidenbower  

Semi Final:   Milton Mount 3 – 0 

Northgate 

Final:    Milton Mount 2 – 0 Pound 

Hill  

  

Well done to Thomas H, Leo R, 

Blu M, Seb D, Charlie E, Declan A, 

Ethan M and Maddox D.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Cross Country   

Well done to all those who       

represented Milton Mount at the 

Cross country. In a difficult race in 

very wet conditions Milton Mount 

finished 2nd in the team           

competition from 10 schools.    

A special well done on some     

notable individual performances: 

Maddox D (2nd), Seb D (8th)  

Thomas H (15th), Holly E (3rd),  

Holly H (8th), Pippa R (15th). Those 

children will go on to represent 

Crawley at the county finals.   

  Hockey – Locality Cup  

The initial qualifying round of the 

Crawley Hockey competition 

started at Hazelwick with Milton 

Mount up against, Northgate, 

Three Bridges and Maidenbower. 

Milton Mount A team were the 

overall winners and have quali-

fied for the Crawley finals after 

half term. Milton Mount B team 

did extremely well in their games, 

finishing as runners up in the B 

team competition.  

 Results  

Milton Mount A  6–0 Maidenbower A  

Milton Mount A  7-0 Three Bridges A  

Milton Mount A  2-2 Northgate A  

 Milton Mount B 7-0 Madidenbower B  

Milton Mount B 6-0 Maidenbower B  

Milton Mount B 1-2 Northgate  

Well Done Viashlee V, Eleanor 

Smith, Bendiguez B, Seb D, Char-

lie E, Thomas H, Demi F, Aleeza 

M, Maddox D, Ethan M, Noah S 

and Rauri H.   
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